Learning Express Library has practice tests and ebooks:

- NCLEX-RN Flash Review
- NCLEX-RN: Power Practice
- Nursing Assistant/Nurse Aide Exam, 5th Edition
- Nursing School Entrance Exams, Third Edition

Students are able to register, take practice tests, and study the manuals.

Stat!Ref we purchase through PASCAL

Stat!Ref provides access to a select group of clinical textbooks and manuals covering several medical disciplines including nursing. Stat!Ref also provides access to Stedman's Medical Dictionary and MedCalc 3000. It is also known under TDS Health.

Click on Anatomy and Physiology Online to see the 20 modules we have with our subscription.

JStor has 197,789 nursing articles:

http://www.jstor.org/ezproxy.bju.edu/action/doBasicResults?Query=nursing&wc=on&fc=off&group=no ne&acc=on&vf=jo

Gale and Ebsco Host databases have images and videos. They can be used in your power point presentations and your BJU Online assignments freely as long as you are not publishing for remuneration.


Full Text Finder

If you have Googled an article and want to know if one of our 195 databases has the periodical and years of full text that include your article, use Full Text Finder that replaced A to Z Electronic Journals.

Full Text Finder

Full Text Finder lists all electronic journals cited in electronic databases subscribed to by Mack Library in addition to our print titles. Periodical titles may be searched alphabetically by title or by subject.

TIPASA – New InterLibrary Loan service
If we don’t have the journal, use our new TIPASA to request the journal article from another school across the US.

https://www.jsmacklibrary.info/files/TipasaLandingPage.html

Register with your campus login the first time and choose article from the left column on the screen. Fill in as much info as you have available and click submit. If you have searched one of our databases and notice the OCLC Tipasa choice, click on it, log in to TIPASA, and the information will automatically populate the request form.

Films on Demand

Films on Demand

Master Academic Package
Archival Films & Newsreels Collection
World Cinema Collection

We added Films on Demand in the spring.

Human Body Video Clip (52 segments):


Exploring Health Occupations (2 videos):

4 Nurse Positions are explored: